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actuates the vertical flap so that, its deflection causes a' 
deflection of the flap of the submerged foil whieh in turn 
increases. the hydrodynamic lift force on the submerged 
hydrofoil so as toraise'thi.i'hull over the oncoming wave 

5 flank. The size of the submerged hydrofoil control flap, 
the size of the vertical depth control flap onthe vertical 
support strut and the required mechanical linkages be
tween these flaps are arranged and proportioned to pro
vide any desired, sensitivity and response characteristics 

, The present invention relates to an automatic, passive, 10 to wave disturbances as to assure a minimum'total craft 
mechanical control system for stabilizing the motions of response to the hydrodynamic forces developed by opera-
marine craft which are supported by submerged hydro- tion in waves. 
foil systems and which an~ subject to operation under The present invention utilizes the general mode :of op-
either calm water or wave conditions. eration of said prior invention but, as one feature, pro- . 

In'the operation of hydrofoil marine craft with un- 15 vides for a. ventilated vertical flap which may be posi-
controlled submerged hydrofoil support systems, it is tioned onihe streamliried vertical support strut at any 
known that the craft requires some form of height stabili- point other than that where both sides of this flap are in 
zation control when 'operating in either smooth water or streainlined aligninent with the corresponding sides of said 
waves. In smooth water, uncontrolled submerged hydto- vertical support strut (where the profile of the flap and 
foil systems may develop continuously oscillating, heav- 20 the profile of the' strut are continuous). This provision 
ing and pitching motions or so-called divergent pitching for air ventilation of one surface of said flap permits the', 
or heaving motions which may cause the hull of the hy- marine craft to operate without the heaving and rolling 
drofoil craft to crash againsithe. water surface. When which may arise tin ctafthavinga vertical flap in: sym-
uncontrolled submerged hydrofoil systems are run in a metrical, streamlined profile alignment with the vertical 
seaway, the wave disturbing forces can result in extreme- 25 strut. In such craft, ,when ilie'verticalflap ispivoied,the 
ly . uncomfortable heaving andpitChirigmotions of: the water flow across the negative pressure surface of the flap 
craft and/or 'cause the bow of the hull to crash onto on- may erratically break away from this surface" particlliar-
coming wave flanks. All the' above described events' can ly at higher boat speeds, and thereby introduce air to said 
seriously hamper: or prevent: successful operation of the surface at a different pressure than water,flmv creates on 
hydrofoil boat. , 20 the surface. The orientation of said flap, and therefore 

In the past, many attempts were made to. control the of the submerged hydrofoil control flap, will then change 
hydrodynamic forces on the submerged hydrofoil by the, due to the change in differential pressure between' op-
use of combined' electroriic and, mechanical control sys- posite sides of the flap. '. ,'., ' 
terns. These control systems usually sense the disturbance In hydrofoil craft generally having two vertic'al struts 
of the craft by continuously monitoring (usually electri- 35 and flaps with accompanyingrsubmerged control flaps, 
cally) the accelerations or motions of. thecfaft and then, this breakaway action may occur at only one vertiCal flap 
by mechanical means;providefor'effectiveangle Of attack due to small constructional variations of the vertical 
changeson the submerged foilstovary the hydrodynamic struts and flaps, or due to different struts, and flaps being 
disturbing ' forces ontlie hydrofoil in order to overcome exposed to different,wave motions. The breakaway ac-
the wave disturbances. These'electronic~mechanical 40 [ion at one vertical flap, 'arid the resultant reorientation 
auto~pilotsystemsare complex lin design, require con- of the submerged hydrofoil control .flap, will therefore 
iinuous maintenance, are costly, ,and could cause a.hydro- c:ause the craft to rolL Breakaway action' at both verti-
foil boat to be inopera:bleif only one of its'many coni- cal flaps will cause a pitching of the craftdue to reorien-
ponents becomes defective. , ' ' . , .' tati.on of both submerged control flaps. Thisbreakaway 

Savitsky Pate,nt No. 3,092;062r dated Jilne4; 1963, di.s- 45 ,action occurs randomly and is extremely difficult to pre-
closes a passive; mechanical,' autOrriatically operating vent by design modifications." .' _, . 
simple liydrofoil control system which possesses 'all the ~T, ", The. ventilated vertical flap of the present invention-
advantages of asuhn:ierged hydrofoil systeriiiwithout the provides~ at al!pnies when:1>aid vertical flap is submerged, 
Cbmplexity, exp'ense, andinvolvedhliiinieiia'nce }equired for an aIr cushIon or pocket adjacent the surface of the 

, ofelectronic:-mechitnical atito~pil6t systems .. As disclosed 50. vertical flap:where breaka\vay. riiightbe expected -to oc-
" in that prior patent; a confrol fl'ap i:mithe'submerge<l hy- Gur;, This, .air pocket is a.coristarit,ratlier tltan erratic' 

drofoil is mechanically linked to avert1ciilftailihgedge parameter. an<t is- easily designed into tliemechaniCal hy~ 
flap'onthe vertical strut which supports th.e S'Ubm'erged drofoiLcontiofsystem.' _ ",,'. _ 
hydrofollto thehull.Ofthe craft. In smooth whtej"op~ . ~nother:feature"oLthe jp'resent inventionjs>the,pro~ 
eration, of a' marine craft u'singthisprioi' system; as the 55 VISIOn ,of tw() vertical and oppositely pivotingflajis to' 
hydrofoil boat tends' to fall towards -the.' water surface, be positioned, on.' the vertiCa:lsuPPoltstru( The use of 
the Vertical flap on the vertical support strut )sso ,ar~ !je' onlyone;v~rticarflap,whichgenerallypivots only to one 
ranged as tobedeflectedbythe hydroClynamiciorce ~e': side of the support strut andl1as~only,briesurface' ex
'veloped by the increiised 'effeytive 'Immersion of~e":!iap; 60 p()sedtopositive; 'pressure . from the flow' ofw~ter causes
Through a'"sultablelinkagesystelllthe 'deflectimiof'the abeilding moment to be exerted on siid';s&ut: thi~ 
vertical flapcailse~ a deflection of thecontro(flap_ on 'the ci)Q~ncii~g-mo,n1ent, at hi;gher 1:>oat spee:9s; win' exert}ar:ge 

, . submerged hydrofoil;' thus increasing the hydrodymifuic forces, onJhe vertiCal strut which must 'be structi,irally' 
lift on the hydrofoil and causing the 'hydrofoil craft to compensated for:,lIf additiori, where an odd. Illlmher of 
rise until an equilibrium altitude isatfained:' 'At some·' , 
precselected' operating Iieighfof the boat,fue'vertical'flap 65 vertical struts and assoCiated flaps,are usedo.n a hydrofoil 
is designed tobe c1ear.of the water and the height stabili~ craft;tbe bep.ding moment will tend to tum the craft and . 

. zation is adlieved' _by th~. natural hydrody~amic" pJ:ie~ Cl,' must be compensated fbr.·· The use of two, vertical' flaps, 
: :ti.6mena wherein the suolTIerged hydrofoil loses hydro-' orientated on each vertical strutto pivot to opposite sides: 

dyriamic lift as itappr,oaches tlie-}ree waier'surfac~ and: of said strut, respectively, alleviates bqth of these; prob~ 
gains lift as its submergencensincreased,'-' .." 70 lems by balancing two : bending moments, agilinst each 

mthe US.e of this priol:systei:Uon marine craft operat~ othet.afieach said strut. . A<iditionally, the,use of the 
ing-inwav'e'g,:the rising,water surfa,ce of tliewaveprofile ,;<'two said'fl!ipsprQvides Jor llrl~i1ir,cushibnadjaceht ,the 
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inner surface of each verticaL flap, .and the breakaway . lift coefficient to. be developed by the submergedhydrofpil, 
problem is avoided. and a large hydrodynamic Jift force is developed so that 

A further feature of the present invention is to provide. the boat tends to lift itself out of the water. As the 
a hydrofoU craft having vertical flaps of the forms de- speed of the craft is increased, two conditions are de-
scribed above, which may achieve self-compensating; 5 veloped. First, that the. Ie'luired lift coefficient to sup-
cruiseequiiibrium and maintain a relatlvely constant leveL port the cra£t is decreased and,secondly,the .. craftwill 
of the craft above the .. water at a cpluralityof distinctly start to rise so that the hull is lifted out of the water .. As 
different cruise speeds. Present hydrofoil craft, with a the craft rises, the vertical flap 14 rises, immersion is .re-
self-compensating submerged control system such as de- duced and its hydrodynamics load is reduce.d. Thefn-
scribe<i iI). said prior patent, achieve such equilibrium only 10 Greased load on the submerged flap 16 causes· its own 
within a few percentage points of one designed cruise, deflection to be reduced andiriturn, through the linkage 
speed, at which point the vertical .flaps are completely system 17; causes the verticalfiap 14 to increase its flap 
out of the water. Varying-the speed of the boat over a angle until an equiJibrium moment condition is achieved 
wider .range~ changes the level of the boat above the wa~ between the vertical flap and horizontal flap loads.· This 
ter sufficiently to render its self-compensating control in- 15 process continues, i.e., as the craft goes faster,the hydro·-
effective at higher levels or to drop the boat towards the foil flap 16 loads are .increased, the· craft rises, reducing. 
water so that it is· irifluenced by waves striking the boat the effectiveness of the vertical lla:p 14 until the craft 
hulL reaches an equilibrium cruise height at which the vertiCal 

According to this further feature of the invention, the> flap is completely out of the water and the hydrofoil flap 
vertical flaps on thtl vertical control struts are divided 20 is no longer defiected, its futthermovement being pre-
into a plui'ality of distinct sections, each section provid-· vented by a physical upper stop 18. . 
ingself-compensating control oLthe hydrodynamic lift . Further. increases in craft heighJ;are then controlled 
of the boat at a differentcmise speed and maintaining the by the hydrodynamic phenomena which causes a· reduc_ 
craft at a relatively constant level over the water for each tion inhydrofoilliR ,as the submerged .dihedral hydro-
cruise speed. 25 foil approaches. the free water -suiJace. If, for some 

An additiona:).,feature of .thepresent irivention is' the reasop, the craft is caused to move towards the free· 
provision of submergedhydrofojl control means which water surface, the vertical flap ·1:4 is then . actuated caus-
are not subject to theflow breakaway problem discussed ing a deflection of the hydrofoil flap 16, whiCh in turn . 
above in reLation to the vertical flaps positioned on said causes the j:lydrodynamic lift·force to be increased and 
vertical strut. 30 henceca)lses the~raft to rise again to an equilibrium con~ 

A further feature of the present invention is the prci-· dition. .. ' 
vision of vertical flap means positioned on said vertical. .. This operation as. so~ai dtls~;HJed~is the same as set 
strut which will soften the response of the .submerged forth in said prior patent.· In said 'prior system, however, 
hydrofoil controls to-larger waves. and which will tend the vertical fiapis in the shapeof a streamlined air foil 
to disregard small waves of insufficient height to strike, 35. and is positioned at the tJ:aiiirig edgeofthestre,ni11inect 
the hull of the boat when it is at cruising speed. vertical strut such that both ofits~ides, Tcspec,ively, .con-

Other features and-.the attendant advantages of, the stitute streamlined :continuations; of the two side surfaces 
presentinventionwillbe readily appreciated by reference of said strut. As.said flap;enconnters water flow' and 
to the following description, when considered in conn,ec- piY9ts; one~Jde)s; directly expose~Ito thepbsitiveforce 
tionwlththe accompanying drawings wherein: . 40 of water flow and theoth6t_ side. is expo~ed to. a suction 
, FIGURE 1 is a side view of·an embodiment of 'the or, negative pressnre,createcL bythetangentif!.lflo\V of 

present invention, illustrating a hydrofoil system which water along said ,si<iesurface.At certain hio-herboat 
includes a ventilated flap positioned on a.support strut sPeeds, however, said tarigenti~lflow'of'w!lte;fP..~yer~ _ 
vertically mounted toa hydrofoil marine. craft; .. '.. . ratically a!ld intermittentlypreakawaY from.saidflap~w:- . 
. FIGURE 2 isa sectional: view on line2-'-:Z in FIG. ,1; 45 face and introduce air between the water ·flow and said 
. FIGURE 3 js a side view·of another. embodimentofs.u,li'~ce;Thepnlssu.re Oll:Siliq'surfacetheri ch~ngesfrom 

the present inv.ention, illustratIng a hydrofoil control sys~negative torpositive due to the air introduction and 
tern, which inCludes two ventilated flaps positioned, on ~ - thetbey.. cll!l:nges the.Qrientati,c;Jn ofine vertica(fl~'p' from 
support strut· suitable. for vertical. mounting Qna hydro; what:it is· des.igne,d to .pewhen wak!' tangentially flows . 
foilmariile craft; _... .. :. .' '. 50 ~long inCOl1t jict with. said surface, (This: reorientation· 
, FIGURE 4is a sectional:view on line 4~4 in FIG,; acts thrm~ghthemechanicjlUlpkage to change the orieno 

URE 3;~aIld .,. . '"... . tatioIloUhe,sulJmerged· hydr6foilfiaD, _and.thebo~t ,is 
FIGURE 5 isa side view . ofa further ,embodiment of .'. causeli to ,roli,or P;i.tcll d,epending on the ll.umlJer of..v~r

the presentin~ention,il1ustratingahydro~oilcontrcil sys- tical'~flapsonthe,.bQat effected by .. flo~ breakaway~:. The 
teni . which includes. a'ventilated flap .. positioned.'a:sin. 55:Q;t.c'l.)rr;~l}ctT·'pf' the Jlow breakaWaynasbeen forincf!to be 

. FIGURE 1, which flap is'additionallydesigIled:tor"pro-_' conip~etelYBirpr¢dici:a91earid difficult.toprevenLThe 
viding self-compensating hydrodynamicliiltopenitio'n at presepUmimJv,eJIlenttherefoteprovidesf6r an :air.pocket 
avadety of cruise speed1i.·.. ,..... ..... . _, . ononesid.e;.QfvertiealJlap 14whenevet.the other ;iiqeis 

Referring no\v,t9 the drawings, whereinliktl'refer~n<;:e e?,pose~d to,the,.ppsitive· force 'ofwaterfio)V,aridfhis 
characters designate corresponding strf!cturethfo1,l,ghout 60 constapJp,ari\:1]1~t,er;· ]:}y'~l}vays b~ingpresent, is . easily 
the sevei:al~ views; . there.is shown in. FJGURE· ta.· sub- designed illt()the.dynami~ ,response of the hydrofoil con-
merged hycirofoil io· 'attached to. a verticalsupport:strut trolsyste!ll.· This· air·. 'Po~),<et.· is .pl~bvided ,by·· mounting 
11 whic4is'ln. turn attached atits top portion to. thel1UH vertiqil.f.la:p l4 s.o .thftt its .P'tofil~'~orm,s,~liistincLdi,scon~: 
of ,.a,marine craft ·12 ... '.' Mourited . at the. rearpf .strut'1f tirlUityWith:the· profile oi.verttcal strut 11; . whereby 
adjacent side13 6f said sti'utisvertic.aI fiapl'4, whfc,h 65 9J;)ly side 14a()fs~id)'lapissubjef:tt()the wa.ter :tlowpast 
pivotsabotlt .strut edge 15 ... Pivotally attachedt6 sub~ struU1·T!;t.e·waterflow along side20:ofstrutllpreaks 
mergedhydrbfoil)Oat its trailing edge ishorizontalcon-' away at.strutedg~21 ina sta:blestream,as shown:inFIG-
trol flap 16, and a mechimic;tllirrkage generally indicated URE!, allJi joints,th~water floW alongside'13 only at 
as 17 connects vertjcalfiap14 and horizontalflapt6;' - or.pastth~:trailingend 14p;9fflq'P:~t.l.Inthis manner, 

Vertical flap 14 is shown in FIGURE! tobepartially 70 side .14b.or flap14 always h;ts.a layer of' air ('lcljacent 
immersed in -water so that·its operation may ,be . better' . tllerpto. Tlle. mounting;;position of. ventilated flap 14 .. 
understood. This immersion represents low speed .opera- is~ot restr;icted -to that,~hqwn in<fIGVR,El,as,thisfiap 
tion.oftheboat, and the hydrodynamic l()ad .on flap 14'· 71iaybe pivoted~o le1l:cling edge 21, 9£ strut 11. to extend 

. causes· a; full down, deflection. ,of subinerged "hydro{oilrearviarcpy a:lQn.ia. sige;ofsaid:strut; or itn)..aY,':,1;Je pivoted 
~ flap 16;,~ ThisfuH dowudefle9tion of'flap16;c;tUses.a large 75 to ;¢xt~n9rearwa.r'dly~t; :;tnyposaipn alopg.as}~l~of s~id 
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strut. In either case flap 14 is asymmetrically mounted deflection rate by merely changing the positions of pivot 
with fore and aft axis 19-19 of vertical strut 11 and points 26a or 26e relative to fulcrum 26b. 
one side of said flap will always be ventilated with a Push rod 27 may be replaced by a stiff spring such as 
layer of air adjacent thereto so as not to be exposed to shown at 28 in FIGURE 5, with said spring acting as a 
a control disturbing, intermittent tangential flow of 5 rigid normal linkage at most speeds but compressing when 
water at certain boat speeds. flap 14 is exposed to high water flow pressures associated 

The ventilated flap 14 described above, having less with very high boat speeds. At such high speeds, when 
pressure differential between the two sides of the flap flap 14 is exposed to water flow, the large forces on said 
than in said prior system, does not exert the degree of flap causing it to severely pivot would normally be trans-
bending moment on strut 11 that the streamlined, sym- 10 ferred to pivotal hydrofoil 10 or flap 16 to provide an 
metrically mounted vertical flap of the prior system pro- undesirably large lifting force to the boat. Spring 28, by 
vides. The structural reinforcement required for the compressing when subjected to the large forces associated 
vertical support strut is therefore substantially less .. In with high boat. speeds, absorbs the pivoting motion of 
addition, the flow characteristics around the strut and flap 14 and thereby prevents said large lifting force to 
ventilated flap are of course changed from the prior sys- 15 be applied to the boat. 
tern, and the ventilated flap orientation is found to pro- Referring now to FIGURE 3, an embodiment of the 
vide less hydrodynamic drag at the support strut. present invention is shown wherein two vertical flaps 14 

Ventilated flap 14 may be in the genemlly rectangular are mounted on strut 11 to respectively pivot about edges 
form of the flaps shown in FIGURE 3, but a down- 15 and 15a thereof in opposite directions. In certain 
wardly tapered shape as shown for flap 14 in FIGURE 1 20 forms of hydrofoil craft having one vertical support strut 
has been found to have distinct advantages. When the mounted on the forward position 0 fthe boat hull and two 
hydrofoil craft is at cruise speed, with flap 14 out of the on the rearward portion, a single vertical control flap 
water, short waves of insufficient height to strike the mounted on said forward strut and pivoting only to one 
hull of the boat ,will only react with the lower, small area side thereof acts as a second, undesirable rudder and 
portion of flap 14; the response of the hydrofoil craft will 25 tends to turn the hydrofoil craft. In these forms of 
be relatively slight, as it should be for waves which will hydrofoil craft, as well as other forms having two vertical 
not affect control of the hydrofoil. Higher waves wiII support struts mounted on the forward portion of the 
react with the entire area of flap 14, and the hydrofoil boat hull .and only a rudder strut mounted on the rear-
craft will essentially contour and lift over these waves. ward portion, the forces on the single vertical control 
Tapered flap 14 is again of value, since the lower, small 30 flap mounted on each said strut creates large bending 
area portion thereof will tend to ignore the small chop moments on each strut which must be structurally com-
found on top of many waves. The gradually increasing pensated for to avoid buckling of the strut. Oppositely 
sensitivity of flap 14, due to. its tapered configuration pIvoting flaps 14, extending rearwardly on opposite sides 
(which may be linear or curvilinear), essentially softens of fore and aft axis 19-19 of strut 11, create opposite. 
the response of the hydrofoil craft to all waves by provid- 35 bending moments on strut 11 which essentially balance 
ing for said waves to react with flap 14 in a smoothly in- each other out when sides 14a are exposed to water flow. 
creasing fashion. A further means of varying said re- No turning moment is therefore exerted on the hydrofoil 
sponse, if desired, is to twist flap 14 into various con- craft, and strut 11 and its mounting to the boat hull need 
figurations. not be structurally reinforced. Flaps 14 may in fact be 

Flap 16 is shown in FIGURE 1 pivotally mounteJ 40 mounted at any point on strut 11 to extend rearwardly 
to the trailing edge of hydrofoil 10. In hydrofoil craft on opposite sides of said strut, such as on leading edge 21 
designed for very high speeds, however, such a mount- or, respectively, at corresponding points along sides 13 
ing ~ay cause water. flow along surface 22 of said hy- and 20. Flaps 14 are ventilated, with sides 14b always 
drofoil to breakaway from surface 16a of 'flap 16 when having air pockets adjacent thereto when sides 14a are 
said flap is pivoted in a downward direction. Cavitation exposed to water flow, and are therefore not subject to 
plate 23 mounted below flap 14 on strut 11, will prevent 45 the problem of flow breakaway discussed above. 
air being introduced to surface 16a, but water vapor will Linkage 29 shown in FIGURE 3 is of the same general 
form between surface 16a and the adjacent water flow. type and operation as linkage 17 shown irr.FIGURE 1. 
This breakaway at flap 16 affects the flow characteristics Triangular linkage 30 is pivotally connected at its ful-
over the entire hydrofoil 10, and .renders said hydrofoil crum 30a to protruding section 31 which is integrally 
much less effective as a lifting agent. An arrangement to 50 ~ffix.ed to strut 11. Vertex 30b of said triangular linkage 
obviate this breakaway problem is to do away with flap IS pIvotally connected to push rod 32 which is in turn 
16 on the trailing edge of hydrofoil 10 and in fact to pivotally connected to submerged flap 16 .. Horizontal 
utilize the entire hydrofoil as a flap by '~ivotallY mount- rod 33 is integrally affixed to vertex 30e of triangular link-
ing said hydrofoil at 24 (shown in phantom at the hy- 55. age 30, and the ends of said rod are pivotally connected 
drodynamic center of pressure of hydrofoil 10) to ver- to the ends of push rods 34 and 35, repectively .. The 
tical strut 11. Hydrofoil 10,. due to' its large surface, opposite ends of push rods 34 and 35 are in turn pivotally 
then only needs to be pivoted slightly to provide the same connected to horizontal projections 36 and 37 of flaps 14 

t f 1'ft ld b respectively. When flaps 14 are exposed to water flOW' 
~moun 0 ·1 as wou . e provided by a flap 16 pivot- they pivot towards the fore and aft axis 19-19 of strut 
mg to a larger. extent, and therefore will not encounter GO. 11 d l' 
the ~ow breakaway Which might occur over said flap 16. ,an IIlkage 29 transmits said pivoting motion to flap 

LInkage 17 shown in FIGURE 1 consists of push rod 16. Push rods 34 and 3S may be replaced by stiff springs 
25, triangular linkage 26 and push rod 27. Vertical push which are only compressible under high pressure, flaps 
rod 25 is pivotally mounted at one end 25a to flap 16, 1~ ~ay be. taper~d, and submerged flap 16' may be 
and is pivotally mounted at its other end 25b to vertex _ elImmated WIth entrre hydrofoil 10 pivotally connected to 
26a of triangUlar linkage 26. Vertex 26bof said linkage G?; strut 11, all as discussed above in reference to FIGURE 1. 
is pivotally affixed to vertical strut 11, and vertex 26e . Referring to FIGURE 5, flap 140 is pivotally connected 
is pivotally connected to end 27a of push rod 27. The t? strut 11 exactly as in FIGURE 1, and is linked by 
other end 27b of push rod 27 is pivotally connected to Imkage17 to flap 16 as shown in FIGURE 1, with the 
flap 14. When water flowintersects vertical flap 14,caus- 70 dexiffeecrPstifornomOfflsatiffl4sP:inFgI2GSUdReEscrlibedh above.. Fhlap .14.0 
. 't t . t t . I l' k 26 . . . PIll, owever III t at It IS Illg 1 . 0 PIVO, nangu ar.Ill age m turn PIvots about ., configured t . d f th h d f'l b' . 
vertex 26b and translates said flap pivoting motion into' ! 0 prOVI e or e y ro 01 oat to crUIse at 

!wo distinctly different cruise speeds with self-compensat-
up and down motion of push rod 25 and pivoting motion mg control. In hydrofoil craft with flaps 14 having 
of flap 16. The deflection rate of one said flap may be rectangular or triangular configurations as shown in 
adjusted to any desired proportion of the other flap's 75 FIGURESl and 2, the hydrofoil craft is designed to 
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7 
cruise at a given speed atwhich flaps 14 are completely 
above the surface of the water. This designed cruise 
speed of the boat may be varied upwardly or downwardly 
within a range of several percent by. manually pivoting 
a horizontal submerged trimmer flap mounted to a verti- 5 
cal strut at the rear of the boat. This trimming flap is 
not part of the invention and is not shown in the draw
ings. Pivoting the trimmer flap causes the boat to nose 
upwardly or downwardly, depending on the direction of 
said pivoting, and the boat will cruise at the new speed 10 
with flaps 14 still out of the water. Certain hydrofoil 
craft, however, are required to cruise at speeds varying 
by several hundred percent, and it is desirable to main
tain self-compensating control over the craft at said cruise 
speeds and also maintain the height of the craft ata rela- 15 
tivley constant level above the water surface so that the 
craft at certain lower speeds is not overly affected by 
waves striking the hull. 

The flap configuration shown in FIGURE 5, having 
two distinct sections 38 and 39 drawn approximately to 20 
scale, achieves this relatively constant height with level 
40--,.40 defining the water level at approximately twenty 
knots cruising speed and level 41-41 defining the water 
level at approximately sixty knots cruising speed. The 
difference between these two levels is small compared to 25 
the height of the strut 11. Also, since section 39 is small 
in area, compared to section 38, it has small effect on 
self-compensating control of the craft at twenty knots. 
Two factors influence the difference in operating levels 
of the .boat at different cruise speeds; namely, the out- 30 
ward angular offset of section 39 to section 38, and the 
horizontal length dimensions of section 39.· As either 
or both of these factorsincrease, said difference in operat-
ing levels may, of course, be decreased, since section 39 
becomes a more effective flap section. In FIGURE' 5, 3;) 
for example, section 39 may be offset from section 38 to 
take a different angle than section 38 with fore' and aft 
axis 19-19 of strut 11.. The configuration of flap 14 
in FIGURE 5 may in fact have a plurality of distinct 
sections for a plurality of distinct cruise speeds, and each 40 
section may take a variety of shapes depending upon .the 
response. characteristic desired. 

While the invention has been disclosed herein in con
nection with particular embodiments and specific struc
tural details, it is clear that numerous changes and modi- 45 
fications could be made by those skilled in the art without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is:' .. 
1. In combination with a'water borne 'vessel, a passive 

self-compensating hydrofoil control system, comprising 50 
a substantially vertical. streamlined hydrofoil strut <.:on
nected at its upper end to the hull of the vessel, said 
strut having a central fore-to-aft axis;. a hydrofoil plane 
connected to the lower end of said,strut and operable to 
maintain a hydrodynamic lift of the vessel to a minimum 55 
submergence of the hydrofoil planebelowthe free water 
surface. at cruise speed of the vessel; said hydrofoil plane 
being formed at least in part by a horizontal, flap pivot
able relative to. the strut; a vertical flap; means securing 
the vertical flap to~said strut for pivotal movements about .60 
a verticalaxis.,oifset to one side of said fore-to-aftaxis 
and from which said vertical flap extends rearwardly, the 
profile of said. vertical flap forming a distinct discontinuity 
with the profile of -said' vertical strut, whereby' one side. 
of said vertical flap partly defines all air pocket when the 65 
opposite side of said verticalflaR is exposed-to the water 
flow, . sa~d vertical flap .. terminating at its lower end at a 
height above said hydrofoil plane which is .greater. thari 
said minimum submergence; . and mechanical liilkage 
means interconnecting both of said pivotal flaps:aIid 70 
operable, on application of unbalanced external forces to 
one flap causing iHopivot, to apply tothe other flap a 
force acting to move said other flap toward a position for 
equalizingthe forces applied to both flaps. , 

2. The.combination asdeiit1ed in.clilim 1, in which 75 

[) 
said hydrofoil plane includes a part fixed to the vertical 
strut, said horizontal flap being pivoted to said fixed part, 
and forming a trailing edge of said plane. 

3. The combination according to claim 1, wherein said 
mechanical linkage means includes a spring deformable 
only under high pressure and through which said force is 
applied. . 

4. The combination according to claim 1, wherein said 
vertical hydrofoil strut member has a substantially planar 
trailing surface and said.' substantially vertical flap is 
pivotally mounted thereon to extend' rearwardly from 
one side of said trailing surface. 

S. The combination according to claim '1, wherein said 
rearwardly extending, substantially vertical pivotalfiap 
has a trailing edge which converges toward said vertical 
axis as said edge extends downwardly. 

6. In combination with a water borne vessel, a passive 
self"comepnsating hydrofoil control system comprising a 
substantially vertical streamlined hydrofoil strut connected 
at its upper end to the hull of the vessel, said strut having 
a central fore-to-aft axis; a hydrofoil plane connected to 
the lower end of said strut and operable to maintain a 
hydrodynamic lift of the vessel .to a minimum submer
gence of the hydrofoil plane below the free water surface 
at cruise speed of the vessel, said hydrofoil plane being 
formed at least in part by a horizontal flap pivotable 
relative to the strut; first and second vertical flaps; means 
securing said vertical flaps to the vertical strut for pivotal. 
movements about corresponding vertical axes located at 
opposite sides, respectively, of said' fore-fo-aft axis and 
from which said vertical flaps extend rearwardly, the 
profile of each vertical flap forming a distinct discontinuity 
with the profile of the vertical strut, whereby each verti
cal flap has a surface adjacent said fore-to-aft axis and 
partly defining an air pocket when the opposite surface 
thereof is exposed to water flow, said veitical flaps termi
nating at their lower ends at a height above said hydrofoil 
plane which is greater than said minimum submergence; 
and mechanical linkage means connecting said vertical 
flaps to said horizontal flap and operable, on application 
of unbalanced external forces to the horizontal flap 
causing it topivot, to apply to ~said vertical flaps forces 
acting to swing them in opposite directions toward posi
tions such that. the forces on said vertical flaps equalize 
the forces on the horizontal flap. 

7. The combination according to claim 6 wherein said 
mechanical linkage me'ans comprises a first push rod, an 
intermediate triangular linkage, and second and .third 
push rods, one end of said first push rod being pivotally 
connected to said horizontal flap, the other end of said 
first Pl1sh rod being pivotally connected to a first vertex 
of said triangUlar linkage, said traingular linkage being 
pivotally connected to .said vertical strut member ata 
second vertex, one .end of each of said second and third 
push rods being pivotally connected. to said triangular 
linkage at a third vertex, and the other ends of said second 
aridtbird push rods being pivotally connected, respec-
tively, to said vertical strut member flaps. . . 

8. In combination with a water borne vessel, a passive 
self-compensating hydrofoil control system comprising a 
substantially vertical streamlined hydrofoil strut connect
ed at its upper end to the hull of the vessel,' said strut 
having a central fore-to-aft axis; a hydrofoil' phine con
nected to the lower elld of said strut and operable to 
maintain a hydrodynamic ·lift of the vessel to it plUrality 
of.minimum subniergences of the hydrofoil plane below 
the free water surface at a plurality of distinct cruise 
speeds of the, vessel, said hydrofoil plane being formed at . 
least in part by a horizontal pivotable .relative to the 
strut; a vertical flap which includes. a plUrality of distinct 
sections, each said section substantially terminating at its 
lower end at a height above said hydrofoil plane which is 
greater than a minimum submergence at a cruise. speed; 
means ~ecuringthe vertical flap to said strut for pivotal 
movements about a vertical axis offset to' one side of said 
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fore-to-aftaxis and from which said vertical flap extends 
rearwardly, the profile of said vertical strut flap forming 
a distinct discontinuity with the profile of said vertical 
strut, whereby one side of said vertical flap partly defines 
an air pocket when the opposite side of said vertical flap 
is exposed to the water flow; and mechanical linkage 
means interconnecting both of said pivotal flaps and oper
able, on application of the unbalanced external forces to 
one flap causing it to pivot, to apply to the other flap a 
force acting to move said other flap toward a position for 
equalizing the forces applied to both flaps. 

9. The combination according to claim 8, in which 
said vertical flap includes upper and lower sections form-
ing a gap between them, said lower section being of small
er area than the upper section. 

10. In combination with a water borne vessel, a passive 
self-compensating hydrofoil control system comprising 

10 
surface at cruise speed of the vessel, said hydrofoil plane 
being formed at least in part by a horizontal flap pivot
able relative to the strut; hinged means on said vertical 
strut for continuously maintaining an air pocket on one 

5 side of said means, said hinged means including a vertical 
flap pivotable on a vertical axis and extending rearwardly 
therefrom, said vertical flap having a profile forming a 
distinct discontinuity with the profile of said streamlined 
vertical strut, whereby one side of said vertical flap partly 

10 defines an air pocket when the opposite side of said verti
cal flap is exposed to the water flow, said vertical flap 
terminating at its lower end at a height above said 
hydrofoil plane which is greater than said minimum sub
mergence; and mechanical linkage means interconnect-

15 ing both of said pivotal flaps and operable, on application 
of unbalanced external forces to one flap causing it to 
pivot, to apply to the other flap a force acting to move 
said other flap toward a position for equalizing the forces a substantially vertical streamline hydrofoil strut con

nected at its upper end to the hull of the vessel, said 
strut having a central fore-to-aft axis; a hydrofoil plane 20 
connected to the lower end of said strut and operable to 
maintain a hydrodynamic lift of the vessel to a minimum 
submergence of the hydrofoil plane below the free water 

applied to both flaps. 

No references cited. 

FERGUS S. MIDDLETON, Primary Examiner. 
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